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Global supply chains and U.S.
national security
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by Jonathan Chanis

Amid the coronavirus outbreak an employee works on the production line of surgical masks at Yilong Medical Instruments Co., Ltd, on
Apr;il 16, 2�20, in Zunyi, Guizhou Province of China. (QU HONGLUNfCHINA NEWS SERVICE/GETTY IMAGES)
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he Covid-19 pandemic has painfully reminded Amer
icans that their access to vital medical supplies de
pends on foreign, especially Chinese, manufacturers.
Critical provisions including facemasks, gloves, gowns, ven
tilators, and generic pharmaceutical drugs such as antibiotics
were in desperately short supply. U.S. manufacturers were
unable to increase production and compensate for foreign
supplies that stopped arriving, or satisfy the surge in demand
due to the higher Covid-19 case load.
The lack of adequate personal protective equipment
(PPE) and other supplies revealed a strategic vulnerability
in America's medical supply chain. The intentional with
holding by China of products previously shipped to the U.S.
illustrated not only the extent of this vulnerability, but also
how foreign governments manipulate these vulnerabilities.

It is this foreign government manipulation that primarily
distinguishes a strategic supply chain vulnerability from a
commercial vulnerability. Commercial vulnerabilities tend
not to occur through government actions, and their purpose
tends to be profit oriented, not political.
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The U.S. medical supply chain strug
gle with China and a few other states is
part of a larger conflict involving many
other supply chains across a range of
products and sectors. These include de
fense-related products, semiconductors
and computers, telecommunications and
aerospace equipment, passenger rail
cars, and automobiles. From a national
security perspective, there are several
relevant aspects to global supply chain
(GSC) vulnerability:
I. The transformation of the supply
chain over the last 30 years led to the
relative deindustrialization of Amer
ica, particularly in comparison to
China. The U.S. produces fewer de
fense products, weakening its defense
industrial base (DIB), and the U.S.
military and government struggle to
purchase a range of civilian products.
Continued relative deindustrialization
also, by definition, undermines the
U.S. non-defense manufacturing sec
tor's ability to innovate and develop
emerging products and technologies.
2. As China sells more products to
U.S. consumers and the U.S. military,
the nation becomes more vulnerable
to espionage, economic and military
sabotage, and large-scale data thefts
or misuse.
3. A range of economic policy op
tions targeting GSC vulnerability can
be deployed for undermining national
adversaries.
At least three policy options for
dealing with GSC vulnerability have
emerged; they are: renewed engage
ment, decouplement, and industrial
policy adoption. How the U.S. at
tempts to reconfigure the GSC to
minimize its strategic vulnerability or
maximize that of other countries raises
fundamental questions about the use
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Before you read, download the companion
Glossary that includes definitions, a guide
to acronyms and abbreviations used in the
article, and other material. Go to www.
fpa.org/great_decisions and select a
topic in the Resources section. (Top right)
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of economics as an instrument of in
ternational power. It also raises sensi
tive questions about the relationship
between the U.S. government and the
private sector. Decisions about strate
gic GSC vulnerability will profoundly
affect U.S. economic security, U.S.
China relations, and the overall stand
ing of the U.S. in the world.

Economics as an
instrument of power
U.S .-China tension over GSCs is a
manifestation of an intensifying power
conflict caused by China's rise over the
last 20 years. China's 2001 World Trade
Organization (WTO) entry allowed it
to transform its economy by increas
ing inbound direct foreign investment
and the outbound sale of manufactured
goods. This economic transformation
then financed China's substantial and
continuing military modernization, and
allowed it to create webs of economic
dependencies throughout the world.
Such a radical transformation in the
global balance of power can only alarm
the U.S., if it wishes to avoid Asia be
ing dominated by China.
As China's ambitions increase and
the rivalry with the U.S. intensifies
over issues such as China's actions
in the South China Sea, takeover of
Hong Kong and designs on Taiwan,
it becomes extremely difficult for this
struggle to avoid pushing the economic
relationship from cooperation to com
petition. Economic power, like mili
tary, diplomatic, or cultural power, is
just another instrument used by states
in their competition to survive.
W hile much attention focuses on
the U.S. use of economic power, China
also uses its growing economic might
to damage other states when it fe els
its interests challenged. Among coun
tries targeted since 2010 were Austra
lia, Japan, Norway, the Philippines,
and South Korea, and the goods and
services utilized included agricultural
products, fish, entrainment program
ing, tourism, and rare earth metals. The
pretext for these actions ranged from
displeasure over military deployments
and territorial claims, to human rights
criticism and a request for an investiga-
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tion into the origin of the coronavirus.
The difficulty with using econom
ics as an element of power in the U.S.
China relationship is that globalization
and the growth of GSCs has knitted
the two economies together in ways
that are costly for either side to undo.
Moreover, some sections of the Ameri
can elite still think China is either not
a threat to the U.S., or that it can be
brought into a new American-managed
international economic order on terms
advantageous to the U.S.
The ability of the U.S. to utilize
effectively economic power against
China depends on: finding a durable
domestic consensus on the nature and
scope of China's challenge to U.S. in
terests; the costs it is willing to bear to
use economic power; and how well it
can control the actions of its own and
other countries' multinational corpora
tions (MNCs).

Global supply
chain basics
A supply chain describes the steps
necessary to bring a product or service
to a customer, and it usually includes
procuring raw materials, transforming
these materials first into intermediate
goods and then a final product, and
then selling and delivering the finished
product to a customer. Supply chains
coordinate the actions of multiple com
panies and industries, and when these
actions cross national borders they are
global. The chain metaphor is useful
because the entire operation is only as
strong as its weakest link.
Between each step in a supply chain,
many activities occur including: de
fining all concerned parties' expecta
tions of others through documentation,
contracts, and information exchanges;
physically moving intermediate and fi
nal goods between locations or organi
zations; and storing goods until needed.
Logistics refers to the latter two activi
ties of moving and storing goods, and
its purpose is to ensure that there are
no delays between steps and that costs
are minimized.
In the production of a good or ser
vice, innumerable events can disrupt
the process and threaten sales and
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duction process and began purchasing
components or products from others.
MNCs were central to manufacturing
relocation because they provided or fa
cilitated vast flows of foreign direct in
vestment for financing these factories.
The increased share of intellectual
property contained in manufactured
products also accelerated the shift to
ward outsourcing, since manufacturing
itself usually is not highly profitable.
Apple is the quintessential example of
this. While over 3 million people now
work in Apple's China supply chain,
only 13,600 people were reported in
2018 to be directly employed by Apple.
The actual manufacturing of an iPhone,
for example, is primarily handled by
Foxconn of Taiwan.
iPhones illustrate how a dispropor
tionate part of a product's profitability
often comes upstream from manufac
turing, from research, development,
and design, and downstream, from
marketing, sales and service. This was
first described by Acer's co-founder
Stan Shih in 1994 as the "Smile Curve."
The assembly and manufacture of most
goods tend to be a low profit margin
business, and most U.S., European and
Japanese corporations were eager to
have foreign companies take over this
part of the process. This also exempli
fies the MNC's greater concern for the
"value chain," rather than the supply
chain. The former focuses more on
where in the process a company makes
its money; the latter focuses more on
how and where it physically makes its
products.
As Chart 2 shows, the profitability
of the upstream and downstream parts
of the GSC increased substantially
after the 1970s with offshoring and
outsourcing. As global corporations
got better at shifting low profitability,
midstream work to foreign manufactur
ers, they became even more profitable.

Chinese supply
chain dominance
The relocation of so many manufactur
ing facilities out of the U.S., Europe,
and Japan completely reconfigured
global supply chains. This reconfigu
ration made China not only the assem-
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Chart 2
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bly and manufacturing workshop of the
world, but also a manufacturing super
power. If one excludes North American
automobile manufacturing, China basi
cally dominates the global manufactur
ing supply chain.
According to a study by BCG, Chi
na produced more real manufacturing
value in 2017 than the U.S., Germany,
South Korea, and the UK combined. It
dominates vast global industries such
as: textiles and apparel; furniture and
bedding; toys and sports equipment;
active pharmaceutical ingredients for
generic drugs; optical instruments; ma
chine tool building; ship building; elec
tronic equipment including flat-panel
display manufacturing; computer and
other media device assembly, and; tele
communications equipment including
phone manufacturing and assembly.
A number of economists, includ
ing Arvind Subramanian and Martin
Kessler at the Peterson Institute for
International Economics (PUE), label
China's rise to supply chain dominance
between the 1990s and 2008 as a period
of "hyperglobalization." Compared to
previous globalization experiences, the
growth in global trade since the 1990s
vastly outpaced the growth in global
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( or U.S.) Gross Domestic Product
(GDP). This super-sized international
trade growth made it impossible for
most all developed countries, including
the U.S., to adapt to the surge of manu
factured goods coming out of China.
As a result, entire American industries,
including furniture and bedding, toys
and sports equipment, apparel and
shoes, and a range of light manufac
turing products such as televisions and
washing machines were just destroyed
by Chinese imports.
Subramanian and Kessler also la
beled China a "mega-trader" in order
to differentiate it from all other con
temporary countries since its export
capacity relative both to its own and
the global economy were so immense.
As a share of its GDP, China's exports
are almost 50%, and at its peak year
2008, China's trade-to-GDP ratio, i.e.,
imports and exports of goods and ser
vices, was 62.2%. (See Graph 1.) No
country including the U.S., Japan, or
Singapore at their peaks came close
to these figures. The nearest any other
country came to this global trade domi
nance was Britain in the heyday of its
empire before World War I.

Graph I
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China and the U.S. Automotive Industry

he U.S. automobile indus
try is by far the largest and
most important manufac
turing sector in the U.S., and it is
critical for the economic health and
prosperity of the country. There are
close to one million people direct
ly employed in vehicle and parts
manufacturing. When other jobs
such as auto dealership employees
are included, the industry supports
approximately 10 million workers,
or 1 in 20 domestic jobs. This eco
nomic output equals roughly 6% of
U.S.GDP.
Although U.S. consumer ac
ceptance of electric vehicles (EV)
is tepid, China and Europe have
embraced this technology as an al
ternative to the internal combustion
engine. China included EVs in its
MIC 2025 program and sees EV

development as a way to leapfrog
over the U.S. and dominate mobil
ity in the 2030s.
U.S. vehicle manufactures are
acutely aware of the China threat.
However, they are disadvantaged
in responding because they face an
extremely powerful state that both
manipulates markets against them,
and uses a large array of non-mar
ket, coercive, state-backed policies
and strategies to undermine their
response. As a result, American
vehicle manufacturers potentially
may go the way of shipbuilding or
passenger railcar manufacturing.
There will be no need to employ
Americans in this industry, if Chi
na builds all the cars.
Although China exported just
under 700,00 passenger vehicles
in 2019, many auto companies are

expanding manufacturing in China
in anticipation of selling into the
global market. China-produced
vehicles would then represent a se
rious threat, not only to American
jobs, but also to privacy and cyber
security. The Chinese government
could collect huge amounts of data
on Americans or place backdoor
devices in vehicles or components
sold to Americans.
While the U.S. government is
aware of the economic and indus:- ·
trial threat posed by China in areas
like artificial intelligence, quantum
computing, and 5G, it largely ig
nores the emerging and accelerat
ing danger along the vehicle supply
chain. If it continues to do so, it may
concede what is one of the most, if
not the most, important manufac
turing sector of the U.S. economy.

This photo take n on April 11, 2019, shows emp!oyee� working on the ]AC (Anhui Jianghuai Automobile Group) Motor assembly line at
JAC'sfactory in Hefei in China's eastern Anhui province. (KELLYWANG/AFP/GETTY IMAGES)
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